Discover how others have chosen to walk the path that Jesus has set before them. Then choose the path that Jesus has chosen for you.
The Perfect Devotional 2-Book Gift Set
For the Devoted Christian • 2015

365 Daily Devotionals to Transform Your Life
Morning and Evening Devotional

Colorful Print & Images

Beautiful Hard Cover With Dust Jacket

See Special Free Offer Below
Devotional 2-Book Gift Set

Beautifully Crafted, Includes Dust Jackets on Each Book

This exciting new devotional set includes two inspirational hardcover books: *The Noble Character* and *Noah: Another Storm Is Coming*.

*The Noble Character* was compiled from *The Remnant Study Bible*. In developing this 366-day devotional, we used the greatest book ever—the Bible. We pulled out the best stories and used the comments from *The Remnant Study Bible* to give you a book that is more essential now than ever before. As you read from day to day, it will become clear how much God loves you and what He wants you to be. You will find answers to questions that were once hard to understand, and find new and practical ways to help form the most important part of you ever—a noble character.

*NOAH: Another Storm Is Coming* is a story that still matters today. Jesus warned that the history of Noah’s time and the greatest storm the world has ever seen would repeat itself just prior to His return. That new storm is coming soon. To survive it, you will need to have the faith of Noah, the faith to believe when so many doubt, the faith to be patient when all seems lost, and the faith to trust God and His Word for 120 years—so long against so many odds—when every day your friends call you crazy and fanatical. This book will show you how to have that extraordinary faith.

For a limited time you will also receive a FREE copy of *The Least of the Least* book with each devotional set you purchase!

Price: $29.99

Click here to order now!
FREE Special Offer!

Receive your FREE book with every Devotional Gift Set purchase!
Experience peaceful encouragement with inspiration taken from treasured Bible verses from the NKJV and the beloved writings of E. G. White. This 366-day devotional calendar will provide you with a constant reminder of our Savior’s grace and presence with you always. Year-long devotional resource in a handy flip calendar style for desk, dresser, or kitchen table. Spiral bound with a stand-up easel for easy display.

**Price: $14.99 each**

[Click here to order now!](#)
Every Day with Jesus
by Bradley Booth

Have you enjoyed *Steps to Christ* by E. G. White? Have those steps to robust faith encouraged you in times of diabolical doubt? Perhaps you have sensed the presence of the Holy Spirit as you turned to a familiar passage of peace. Do you have stories of how the words in *Steps to Christ* have stretched blue sky on the canvas of your experience?

In *Every Day with Jesus* author Bradley Booth adds real-life stories to the chapters of *Steps to Christ* and encourages us with these faith-building stories of individuals who had a white-knuckle hold on the Bible, the book to which *Steps to Christ* leads us. If you enjoy stories that illuminate faith, this is a book you will want in your library.

**Price: $14.99**
[Click here to order now!](#)

[Also available as an eBook](#)
More Great Products from Remnant Publications

- **Steps to Christ for a Sanctified Life**  
  *by E. G. White*

- **He Shall Lift You Up**  
  *by Jim Ayer*

- **A Syllabus for Holy Living**  
  *by Julius Gilbert White*

- **Image Is Everything**  
  *by Dustin Hall*

- **The Christian Art of War**  
  *by Ivor Myers*

- **Victory Over a Critical Spirit**  
  *by Jim Hammer*
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